The design of Self-Checking circuits through output encoding finds a bottleneck in the realization of the network so that each fault produces only errors detectable by the adopted code. An analysis of an expected TSC network is proposed, based on the application of the weighted observability approach. The aim is the verification of the SC property of the encoded circuit (TSC fault simulation) and identification of critical areas for a consequent manipulation to achieve a complete fault coverage.
Introduction
The design of Totally Self-Checking (TSC) networks based on information redundancy provides the adoption of an encoding to the data flow associated with a synthesis methodology granting that each fault causes a detectable error. This allows achievement of a complete fault coverage. When all unidirectional errors detecting (AUED) codes are adopted ([1 2 3 4]), typically the applied synthesis process provides an inverter-free network. When dealing with the Parity Bit code, the synthesis constraint is such that each fault causes odd-cardinality errors only [5 6 ]. The challenge in TSC design is thus the realization of a network whose faults (single stuck-at fault model) cause errors covered by the selected encoding only. Sometimes costs and complexity prevent the application of such synthesis constraints. A fault analysis would allow the detection of gates which are not TSC. By detecting TSC redundant faults [8] , a subsequent local modification can be applied, thus implying the manipulation of the limited part of the network only. The aim of this paper is to classify the faults of an expected TSC network with respect to the fundamental properties, fault-secureness and self-test. This will be accomplished by applying the weighted observability approach for TSC circuits, a TSC design methodology based on fault observability and code weight [7] .
Basics
The circuit model representing P scalar Boolean functions );), as reported in [5] , is a DAG. The node set 9 consists of three disjoint subsets: the primary inputs set 9LQ, the internal node set 9J and the primary output set 9RXW. Each node YL 9J, that is labeled by a variable, is associated with a scalar two level combinational Boolean function with primary inputs or internal nodes as support, while each edge HLM ( connects node YL to node YM. Definition 1. The Cofactor of I; with respect to variable 
TSC fault classification
The analysis of the network is performed by implicitly analyzing the errors that a fault will actually cause on the observable outputs, with respect to input configurations.
Expression (1) 
representing the set of inputs such that a change on ]M causes output \L to change value and to assume value 1 or 0. The formalization of the conditions to be verified for identifying undetected faults on the inputs/output of a vertex (gate at logic level) is described by the following formula [7] :
where K Q U D
, | ZL | is the weight associated with ZL. To evaluate condition (4) it is necessary to algebraically add the Boolean functions representing the number of outputs "at value 1" and those "at value 0" for each input configuration considering their weight, respectively producing the values 6 = VT «V V and 6 = VT «V V , where variables VL represent the bits of the binary number "counting" the number of outputs at value 1 or 0; T = lg 2 (K + 1) is the number of bits necessary to "count" the outputs. Other elements are introduced for the vertex classification.
< identifies the set of input configurations causing a legal but erroneous codeword. Included in the obtained set there are also the input configurations for which no output changes value (6 = 6 = 0), i. e., the vertex is not observable on the outputs (redundant).
When D z 0 (Parity code), condition (4) is characterized by the following expression
4 identifies the set of input configurations such that a change of value, caused by a fault, on output ]M of vertex YM produces an even number of output bits changing, thus causing a legal but erroneous codeword. Another information can also be extracted from the determined relation, to provide a classification of the node:
They provide the set of input configurations indicating whether the number of changing bits from 1 to 0 ()) and from 0 to 1 ()) is zero. The Boolean constraint ) () ), or more simply ), represents the set of inputs such that the number of changing bits is greater than zero while ) () ) represents the set of input configurations such that the number of changing bits is zero. Given 4, <, ) and ), it is possible to classify a vertex.
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By analyzing for each node the resulting sets < 4 ) and ) ()) and their cardinality (empty or not), it is possible to identify the following situations for the analysis of the fault that may affect the node:
1. < (4) = ) = o A change of value of the vertex never produces a change of value on the outputs (redundant); 2. < (4) = ; ) z o A change of value on the vertex produces either the correct output codeword or an outof-code, and there is at least an input configuration such that it produces an out-of-code word (TSC); 3. < (4) ) z o A change of value on the node produces the correct codeword, an out-of-code word at least and at least an erroneous codeword (not fault secure);
4. < (4) ) z o A change of value on the node either produces the correct codeword or an erroneous codeword, never an out-of-code word (TSC redundant) [8] . In the first case the node is redundant and could be removed from the network. In the second case, the network implementation guarantees that any fault affecting the node will be detected on the encoded outputs, since no erroneous codeword is ever produced. If an error is generated, an out-of-code word is produced. Cases 3 and 4 need a manipulation of the network to prevent undetected errors.
Conclusions
The paper presents a new approach to the analysis of Self-Checking circuits based on the adoption of output encoding. A smaller number of modifications constitute the advantage of the technique.
